Fall 2019 HDO Field Classes Offered

Quantitative Reasoning/Data and Analytical Methods:

ADV 309R Intro to advertising and public relations research-fulfills core/COLA math
AFR 302M Numbering Race-fulfills core/COLA math
ECO 304K Introduction to Microeconomics- fulfills core/COLA social science
ECO 304L Introduction to Macroeconomics- fulfills core/COLA social science
ECO 420K Microeconomic Theory
ECO 327 Comparative Economic Systems
ECO 329 Economic Statistics
EDP 308 Stats Reasoning/Literacy-fulfills core/COLA math
EDP 371 Introduction to Statistics-fulfills core /COLA math
GOV 350K Statistical Anly in Polit Sci
PHL 313 Introductory Symbolic Logic-counts as core and COLA math
PHL 313Q Logic and Scientific Reasoning-counts as science for COLA
PSY 418 Statistics and Research Design-restricted to psychology majors
SDS 302 Data Anly for Health Sciences- fulfills core/COLA math
SDS 301 Elementary Statistical Methods- fulfills core/COLA math
SDS 306 Statistics in Market Analysis- fulfills core/COLA math
SDS 321 Introduction to Probability and Statistics-counts toward COLA science
SDS 323 Statistical Learning/Influence-counts toward COLA science
SDS 328M Biostatistics-counts toward COLA science
SDS 332 Stat Mod for Hlth/Behvr Sci-counts toward COLA science
SOC 317L Intro to Social Statistics- fulfills core/COLA math

Qualitative Reasoning:

ANT 324L Ethnographic Writing
ANT 324L Queer Ethnographies
CTI 302 Classics of Socl/Polit Thought
CTI 321 Theor Foundtns Modern Politics
GOV 357C Constitutional Interpretatin
INF 327E Competitive Intelligence Resources and Strategies
PHL 312 Introduction to Logic-counts toward COLA science requirement

Please note: HDO majors are not guaranteed seat in classes listed. All prerequisites and restrictions apply. Course departments, numbers, and topics must match. Check to see if courses offer cross-listings. Bolded course titles are taught by faculty familiar with HDO and who incorporate its philosophies into class.
RHE 309S Crit Read and Persuasive Writ
RHE 321 Principles of Rhetoric
SOC 379M Sociological Theory-restricted to sociology majors

Creativity and Innovation:

ADV 332C New Media Entrepreneurialism
ADV 339L Brand Storytelling
ARC 342E Hist/Theors of Landscp Arch I
CRW 325F Fiction Writing
MUS 302L Introduction to Western Music-counts toward visual and performing arts
MUS 303M Intro Mus in World Cultures-counts toward visual and performing arts
MUS 307 Music of African Americans-counts toward visual and performing arts
MUS 334 Music of Latin America-counts toward visual and performing arts
PHL 322 Science and the Modern World-counts toward COLA science
PSY 355M Cognitive Psychology of Music
RHE 312 Writing in Digital Environments
RHE 325M Advanced Writing
RHE 328 Magazine Writing/Publishing
RHE 328 Writing for Nonprofits
RHE 330C Rhetoric and Data Visualization
TD 303 Fundamentals of Acting

Culture and Communication:

ADV 320 Integrated Communication for Nonprofit Organizations
AAS 330 Sociology of Race and Work
AFR 372C Race, Gender, and Surveillance
AHC 325 Hist of Rome: the Republic-counts toward CEHET
AMS 370 Amer Cul Hist Alchl/Drugs
ANT 305 Expressive Culture
ANT 307 Culture and Communication
ANT 310L Anthropol of Race/Ethnicity
ANT 360K Civilization of the Maya
CMS 337 Building Sales Relationships
CMS 347K Rhetoric of Popular Culture
E 314J Literature & Film-counts toward CEHET
E 321 Shakespeare
GRG 336 Contemporary Cultural Geography-counts as COLA social science
GOV 360N 12-International Security
GOV 360N Global Governance
GOV 370C Election Campaigns
HIS 317L The Black Power Movement-counts toward US history

The University of Texas at Austin
College of Liberal Arts
HIS 334E Modern Egypt: a History
HIS 350R Hist Black Entrepren in US-counts toward US history
HDF 304 Family Relationships-fulfills core social science
J 348D Gender & the News
KIN 312 Sport Industry in America
LIN 345 Lang Change and Lang Variation
PA 325 Intro to Public Policy: Race/Immigration/Citizen
PHL 304 Contemporary Moral Problems-counts toward CEHET
PHL 318 Intro to Ethics-counts toward CEHET
PHL 325M Medicine, Ethics, and Society-counts toward COLA science
PHL 347 Philosophy of Law-counts toward CEHET
PR 305S Integrated Communication for Sports
RTF 347P The Business of Hollywood
RM 357E Intro to Risk Management
REE 325 Bad Lang: Race, Class, Gender
REE 345 Regions & Cultures of Europe-fulfills COLA social science
SOC 309C Creating Sustainable Society
SOC 352 Social Movements
SOC 321E Economy, Culture and Society
SOC 321L Sociology of Education-counts as COLA social science
SOC 325L Sociology of Criminal Justice-counts as COLA social science
**SOC 330P Sociology and Social Psychology-counts as COLA social science**
SOC 333K Sociology of Gender-counts as COLA social science
SOC 336D Race, Class, and Health-counts as COLA social science